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as 11

because 5

because of  5

for 12

hence 17

since 9

therefore 14

thus 15

accodingly 21

account for 25

accounting for 25

a s  a  r e s u l t  ( a s  a 

consequence) 27

consequently 22

due to 23

for that 29

for this (these) reasons(s)  

 29

in many respects 30

in this (these) reason(s) 

29

in this respect 30

on account of 24

owing to 25

that is because 30

the reason in... that 28

the reason why 28

thereby 26

this is because 30

albeit 48

although 35

as opposed to 47

as yet 47

but 41

despite 42

despite that 42

despite the fact 42

even if 46

even though 37

even though 46

however 38

in spite of 43

nevertheless 44

nonetheless 45

notwithstanding 45

regardless 49

regardless of 49

though 37

yet 47

conversely 56

in preference 56

by preference 56

for preference 56

in turn 55

instead 52

instead of 52

on the contrary 53

otherwise 54

rather 54

rather than 54

to the contrary 54

alternatively 64

in contrast 65

by contrast 65

in actual fact 62

in fact 62

in point of fact 62

on the other hand 60
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or 60

or else 60

whereas 61

while 68

whilst 68

additionally 76

also 75

and 73

and also 75

colon ( : ) 78

in addition 76

plus 82

semicolon ( ; ) 80

too 82

apostrophe ( ' ) 89

asterisk (＊ ) 97

brace ( { } ) 96

bracket ( [ ] ) 96

bullet (・) 94

comma ( , ) 86

double quotation mark  

( “ ” ) 91

dush (− ) 92

e.g. 99

exclamation mark ( ! )  

 89

for example 97

for instance 98

i.e. 98

in other words 101

namely 100

parentheses (  ) 94

period ( . ) 85

question mark ( ? ) 88

slash, virgule (/) 94

such as 100

supplementarily 101

that is 97

that is to say 97

to take an example 97

viz. 99

actually 110

along with this 127

as follows 117

as well 112

as well as 110

as...as 112

especially 115

following 116

for that 117

for these 118

for this 117

for those 118

further 118

furthermore 118

in a similar way 126

in particular 124

in practice 126

in that 118

in the same way

 (manner) 126

in these 118

in this 118

including 120

indeed 113

like 121

likely 122

likewise 123

moreover 124

particularly 124

practically 126

similarly 127

specifically	 115

subsequently 126

as...as 134

as...so 134

both...and 134



either...or 135

if...not 137

if...then 137

neither...nor 138

not only...but also 139

not so much...as 140

not...but 138

whereas...therefore 142

whether...or 141

briefly	 162

collectively 163

concisely 164

conclusively 163

finally	 165

in a word 170

in brief 162

in conclusion 163

in short 167

in summary 167

lastly 166

overall 166

taken together 168

to	put	it	briefly	 162

to sum up 167

that 179

which 181

whichever 182

who 174

whoever 178

whom 177

whomever 178

whose 175

how 192

however 193

what 184

whatever 186

whatsoever 187

when 190

whenever 191

where 188

wherever 189

why 191

after 237

afterwad 237

alternately 237

as a consequence 237

at inteval 243

at last 245

at the same time 231

before 225

before long 225

befirehand	 231

conclusively 245

concomitantly 231

concurrently 232

consequently 238

continously 243

continually 243

currently 232

early / earlier 221

eventually 239

ever since 229

finally	 245

first	 233

firstly	 233

following 240

for	the	first	time	 233

henceforth 226

henceforward 226

immediately 221

in the end 246

at the end 246

in advance 221

in conclusion 245

in consequence 237
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in the past 225

initially 222

instantly 222

intermittently 244

laggingly 244

lastly 245

later 240

meantime 234 

meanwhile   234

next 240

in the next step 240

once 223

one after another 235

periodically 244

presently 226

previously 223

primary 233

prior to 224

prognostically 241

progressively 235

prophetically 241

recently 227

second 233

secondary 233

secondly 233

sequentially 230

simultaneously 234

since 228

soon 227

succeedingly 241

successively 242

suddenly 236

terminally 246

tertiary 233

then 230

third 233

thirdly 233

to begin with 226

to start with 235

ultimately 247

until 224

when 229

while 236

apart from 256

assume 251

assuming 251

assumption 251

besides 256

comparatively 260

considering 254

eliminationg 257

except 258

except for 258

excluding 257

given 251

if 252

in contrast 260

or contrast 260

by contrast 260

in certain aspect of 262

in comparison 260

in order to 262

in such a manner 262

in this regard 264

in view of 254

on condition that 252

on the one hand, .../on 

the other hand, ... 261

on the premise 252

only if 252

other than 258

postulate 253

postulating 253

provided 253

providing 253

so as to 262
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so far 263

so far as 263

so that 263

so...that 263

suppose 253

take (into) account of  

 255

take into account 255

take into consideration  

 255

unless 258

when compaed 261

with exception of 258

with the aim of 264

with the intention of  

 265

with the view of 255

with this regard 264

without 259
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